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Byron was happy with much of the elitist corruption of his day. He never complains 

about the fact that Birmingham has no Westminster representative, while each of two 

empty cottages on Salisbury Plain has one. He seems quite content that only two 

London theatres are allowed to put on plays with spoken dialogue. Such (to our eyes) 

surreal idiocy does not challenge his sense of aptness, or bring forth any of his famous 

satirical powers. 

 Our sense that he’s, to put it mildly, a bit conservative, is brought into especially 

sharp focus by the state of one of England’s most vital institutions: the navy. The 

superb book under review here makes us more than usually aware of the issue. 

 Since all the information I’ve had about it comes from Cowper’s poem, I’ve 

always been puzzled by how The Royal George sank (at Spithead, on August 29th 

1782). “A land breeze shook the shrouds, and she was overset”? “A land breeze” 

caused a ship with eight hundred men on her to keel over? I didn’t get it. “Thaut’s 

impossible”, to use one of Byron’s favourite quotations. 

 Having read pp.163-4 of this book, I’m wiser. Firstly The Royal George had 

been heeled over already, for repairs below the waterline, by moving all her cannon 

over to one side: and secondly, her “eight hundred of the brave” were on that day 

augmented by a further compliment of between four and five hundred women and 

children, including between two and three hundred prostitutes. Thus she was top-

heavy in a way that no ship ever should be, and the land-breeze probably had no part 

in her demise – she would have sunk (and in five minutes, as was the case) with no 

meteorological assistance at all. It wasn’t “eight hundred of the brave” who drowned, 

but nine hundred and fifty of all qualities, ages and sexes (two hundred and fifty 

survived). 

 The inquest pronounced the ship’s rotten timbers to have been the cause. Neither 

they – nor William Cowper – could admit the ignominious nature of what had really 

been going on. About two hundred and fifty Jack Tars – two hundred and fifty poor 

Tom Bowlins – had drowned clasping their Pols (“his Pol was kind and fair”) in one 

final try at lice-ridden ecstasy. 

 The prostitutes had to come aboard, because the men weren’t allowed to go 

ashore. One officer wrote in 1811: 

 
“… by far the largest portion of a ship’s company are there against their consent. Many 

are impressed and forcibly brought; others enter because if they do not, they will be 

impressed, and although they are cheerful and apparently contented, still there is that 

difference between them and the officers: the latter are there by choice” (p.154) 

 

 To enable Nelson to defeat Napoleon, restore Louis XVIII, and keep George III, 

George IV, and Alexander I, Metternich, Liverpool and Castlereagh all happy, 

thousands of Englishmen had to be imprisoned, stupefied with grog, in floating hell-

holes, with a company of marines in each hell-hole to quell mutiny. That there were 

so few mutinies is an amazing indication of British political forbearance. Byron was 

fond of marines. To the last line of the second canto of his own account of the most 

famous of all mutinies, he annotates: 
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 “Right,” quoth Ben; “that will do for the marines.” * 

 

* “That will do for the marines, but the sailors won’t believe it,” is an old saying; and 

one of the few fragments of former jealousies which still survive (in jest only) between 

these gallant services. 

 

 As often with Byron, the tone is hard to read: anti-Marine sentiment survives in 

jest only? However, one of his most famous naval companions was, after all, Mr 

Ekenhead, Lieutenant of Marines, in whose company he swam the Hellespont. 

 Cowper, the under-informed naval chronicler, was in addition, according to 

Byron, “no poet”. Of Jane Austen he recorded no opinion: but her view of the Navy 

was as roseate as that of Cowper: 

 
There was so much attachment to Captain Wentworth in all this, and such a bewitching 

charm in a degree of hospitality so uncommon, so unlike the usual style of give-and-

take invitations, and dinners of formality and display, that Anne felt her spirits not 

likely to be benefited by an increasing acquaintance among his brother-officers. “These 

would have been all my friends,” was her thought; and she had to struggle against a 

great tendency to lowness. 

 On quitting the Cobb, they all went in-doors with their new friends, and found 

rooms so small as none but those who invite from the heart could think capable of 

accommodating so many. Anne had a moment’s astonishment on the subject herself; 

but it was soon lost in the pleasanter feelings which sprang from the sight of all the 

ingenious contrivances and nice arrangements of Captain Harville, to turn the actual 

space to the best account, to supply the deficiencies of lodging-house furniture, and 

defend the windows and doors against the winter storms to be expected. The varieties in 

the fitting-up of the rooms, where the common necessaries provided by the owner, in 

the common indifferent plight, were contrasted with some few articles of a rare species 

of wood, excellently worked up, and with something curious and valuable from all the 

distant countries Captain Harville had visited, were more than amusing to Anne; 

connected as it all was with his profession, the fruit of its labours, the effect of its 

influence on his habits, the picture of repose and domestic happiness it presented, made 

it to her a something more, or less, than gratification. 

 Captain Harville was no reader; but he had contrived excellent accommodations, 

and fashioned very pretty shelves, for a tolerable collection of well-bound volumes, the 

property of Captain Benwick. His lameness prevented him from taking much exercise; 

but a mind of usefulness and ingenuity seemed to furnish him with constant 

employment within. He drew, he varnished, he carpentered, he glued; he made toys for 

the children; he fashioned new netting-needles and pins with improvements; and if 

everything else was done, sat down to his large fishing-net at one corner of the room. 

 Anne thought she left great happiness behind her when they quitted the house; 

and Louisa, by whom she found herself walking, burst forth into raptures of admiration 

and delight on the character of the navy; their friendliness, their brotherliness, their 

openness, their uprightness; protesting that she was convinced of sailors having more 

worth and warmth than any other set of men in England; that they only knew how to 

live, and they only deserved to be respected and loved. (Persuasion, Chapter 11). 

 

 At sea, “They only knew how to live” in quarters so cramped, airless and 

odoriferous that the imagination wilts. This is, from Jack Tar, how a ship’s chaplain 

describes his own berth: 
 

I have said that this tenement appeared to be eight feet long, and as many wide: inside, 

however, it was not quite 5 feet broad at one end; and less than 2 at the other: the ship’s 
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timbers protecting in the form of a shelf, on which my cot rested, when taken off the 

hooks in the day time: and then the interior of this retirement was, in shape precisely, 

and in size, nearly the same as a grand-piano-forte: for it should be observed, that, when 

the cot was slung, as it is termed, the entire space was occupied. (p.186) 

 

 If this was the Chaplain’s private quarters, try and imagine those of the men. 

The Chaplain continues: 

 
At midnight, and at 4 o’clock in the morning, the watch is called, and in a voice 

designedly of most alarming loudness. This order to turn out, as may be conjectured, is 

not obeyed without considerable noise. Another inconvenience, which affected me 

somewhat, arose from the hot and foul air of the region allotted to me; for on the same 

deck with me, when the crew was complete, slept between five and six hundred men; 

and the ports being necessarily closed from evening to morning, the heat, in this cavern 

of only 6 feet high, and so entirely filled with human bodies, was overpowering. (p.187) 

 

 There would be scant space here even for Captain Harville’s “very pretty 

shelves,” or for Captain Benwick’s “tolerable collection of well-bound volumes”. 

Austen’s two Captains were of course there by choice – Austen makes no mention of 

the thousands of impressed men, who would far rather have been at home on land, 

with their families, practising their trades. 

 Jane Austen’s implicit view of Byron is well-known: “read The Giaour – 

mended my petticoat” sums it up; though the question, “What had happened to your 

petticoat during your reading of The Giaour?” is never asked. In Persuasion, via 

Anne Elliot, Austen elaborates: 

 
He [Captain Benwick] was evidently a young man of considerable taste in reading, 

though principally in poetry; and besides the persuasion of having given him at least an 

evening’s indulgence in the discussion of subjects, which his usual companions had 

probably no concern in, she had the hope of being of real use to him in some 

suggestions as to the duty and benefit of struggling against affliction, which had 

naturally grown out of their conversation. For, though shy, he did not seem reserved; it 

had rather the appearance of feelings glad to burst their usual restraints; and having 

talked of poetry, the richness of the present age, and gone through a brief comparison of 

opinion as to the first-rate poets, trying to ascertain whether Marmion or The Lady of 

the Lake were to be preferred, and how ranked the Giaour and The Bride of Abydos; 

and moreover, how the Giaour was to be pronounced, he showed himself so intimately 

acquainted with all the tenderest songs of the one poet, and all the impassioned 

descriptions of hopeless agony of the other; he repeated, with such tremulous feeling, 

the various lines which imaged a broken heart, or a mind destroyed by wretchedness, 

and looked so entirely as if he meant to be understood, that she ventured to hope he did 

not always read only poetry, and to say, that she thought it was the misfortune of poetry 

to be seldom safely enjoyed by those who enjoyed it completely; and that the strong 

feelings which alone could estimate it truly were the very feelings which ought to taste 

it but sparingly. 

 

 Austen’s irony is directed in part at Byron, but in part at Anne’s own sensitivity: 

were she not hopelessly in love with a sailor herself, she might read more Byron (and 

less Cowper). But it wouldn’t disturb her idealised view of Life in Nelson’s Navy. 

 Unlike Austen, Byron had plenty of first-hand experience of Life in Nelson’s 

Navy – but was his view of it any less sentimental than Austen’s? In Childe Harold II, 

he waxes Spenserian: 
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16. 

  But where is Harold? shall I then forget 

  To urge the gloomy wanderer o’er the wave? 

  Little recked he of all that men regret; 

  No loved-one now in feigned lament could rave; 

  No friend the parting hand extended gave, 

  Ere the cold stranger passed to other climes: 

  Hard is his heart whom charms may not enslave; 

  But Harold felt not as in other times, 

 And left without a sigh the land of wars and crimes. 

 

17. 

  He that has sailed upon the dark blue sea, 

  Has viewed at times, I ween, a full fair sight; 

  When the fresh breeze is fair as breeze may be, 

  The white sail set, the gallant frigate tight; 

  Masts, spires and strand retiring to the right, 

  The glorious main expanding o’er the bow, 

  The convoy spread like wild swans in their flight, 

  The dullest sailer wearing bravely now, 

 So gaily curl the waves before each dashing prow. 

 

18. 

  And oh, the little warlike world within! 

  The well-reeved guns, the netted canopy, * 

  The hoarse command, the busy humming din, 

  When, at a word, the tops are manned on high: 

  Hark, to the Boatswain’s call, the cheering cry! 

  While through the seaman’s hand the tackle glides; 

  Or schoolboy Midshipman that, standing by, 

  Strains his shrill pipe as good or ill betides, 

 And well the docile crew that skilful urchin guides. 

 

* The netting to prevent blocks or splinters falling on deck during action. 

 

19. 

  White is the glassy deck, without a stain, 

  Where on the watch the staid Lieutenant walks: 

  Look on that part which sacred doth remain 

  For the lone chieftain, who majestic stalks, 

  Silent and feared by all – not oft he talks 

  With aught beneath him, if he would preserve 

  That strict restraint, which broken, ever balks 

  Conquest and Fame: but Britons rarely swerve 

 From law, however stern, which tends their strength to nerve. 

 

20. 

  Blow! swiftly blow, thou keel-compelling gale! 

  Till the broad sun withdraws his lessening ray; 

  Then must the pennant-bearer slacken sail, 

  That lagging barks may make their lazy way. *  

  Ah! grievance sore, and listless dull delay, 

  To waste on sluggish hulks the sweetest breeze! 

  What leagues are lost, before the dawn of day, 

  Thus loitering pensive on the willing seas, 
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 The flapping sail hauled down to halt for logs like these! 

 

* An additional “misery of Human Life” – lying to at Sunset for a large convoy, till the 

sternmost pass ahead. Mem – fine frigate fair wind likely to change before morning, but 

enough at present for ten knots! 

 

21. 

  The moon is up; by Heaven, a lovely eve! 

  Long streams of light o’er dancing waves expand; 

  Now lads on shore may sigh, and maids believe: 

  Such be our fate when we return to land! 

  Meantime some rude Arion’s restless hand 

  Wakes the brisk harmony that sailors love; 

  A circle there of merry listeners stand, 

  Or to some well-known measure featly move, 

 Thoughtless, as if on shore they still were free to rove. (CHP II) 

 

 He seems by implication to differentiate friendless and alienated Harold from 

the sailors: 
 Little recked he of all that men regret; 

  No loved-one now in feigned lament could rave … 
 

 When sailors lament, it’s all too sincere – when Harold does so, it would be 

feigning. Or does he imply that the sailors’ lament would be feigning? If so, it’s the 

start of much half-truth and misrepresentation. 

 “And well the docile crew that skilful urchin guides,” writes Byron, of the way 

the men have perforce to obey the schoolboy midshipmen. I wonder if he had ever 

heard this ditty, which explains the men’s strange docility (strange to us – to Byron it 

would be only natural that men of Fletcher’s class should obey boys of his own): 

 
 There are snotty boys of midshipmen 

 Ha’n’t done yet shitting yellow, 

 As to their age, some hardly ten 

 Strike many a brave young fellow, 

 Who dare not prate at any rate, 

 Nor seem in the least to mumble. 

 They’ll frap you still, do what you will, 

 It is but folly to grumble. (pp.23-4) 

 

 Byron was very happy in the company of midshipmen. On May 29th 1810 he 

writes to Captain Bathurst of the Salsette: 

 
My only English servant proving refractory, I am under the necessity of giving him a 

“mittamus” to his own Country – As I do not wish to be entirely without an Englishman 

I venture to beg of you (if my request is not improper) to permit me to take a youngster 

from your ship as a substitute. – I should be very sorry to deprive you of an able-bodied 

seaman, but if you would be good enough to allow me one of the lads, you will confer 

an additional obligation on your already 

  much obliged 

   and very obed
t
 Serv

t
. 

    Byron (BLJ I 244) 
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 Bathurst seems to have refused, for no such youngsters are recorded 

subsequently as part of Byron’s troop. Despite the press-gang, the fleet was 

undermanned, and Byron’s friend the Marquis of Sligo got a five thousand pound fine 

and three months in Newgate for kidnapping sailors to man his own ship. 

 At the other end of the scale, “… the lone chieftain, who majestic stalks” – the 

captain – was indeed an isolated fellow, monarch of all he surveyed, and yet as 

alienated even from the upper echelons of his crew as King George III was from his 

ministers and courtiers: 

 
Although officers did not fraternise with the crew, they could socialise with their fellow 

officers in their own and other ships, but the captain had to remain aloof. He might 

frequently dine with his officers, but there was always a distance between them. (pp.26-

7) 

 

 The parallel with George III is not far-fetched, for 

 
The self-imposed isolation on board a cramped and crowded ship took its toll of 

captains, some of whom went insane. (p.28) 

 

 “Britons rarely swerve / From law, however stern, which tends their strength to 

nerve”, writes Byron, John Bullishly. The tone here must be ironical – or must it? 

Britons swerve from law all the time. On Tuesday March 6th 1810, Byron and 

Hobhouse had witnessed a naval flogging on Captain Bathurst’s Salsette. Hobhouse 

records: 

 
Strong breeze in the morning. About twelve, passed Cape Colonna, then doubled the 

south cape of Long Island. At dinner-time, past four, very near the north end of Andros, 

rocky and barren as in the days of Themistocles. Looking out for more rocks called 

Caloiero, seen at six, about as tall as our ship. Bore north of them. Strong breeze all 

evening and night. Passed Scio. A man flogged for stealing. Three dozen. Not so bad as 

I thought.
1
 

 

 The torture – for that’s what flogging constituted – is mentioned as an 

afterthought. Did Byron witnessed it too, and was his reaction as phlegmatic? The 

whole crew had to witness punishments, but he was not crew. When a man had been 

bastinadoed in Athens on his and Hobhouse’s accusation, Fletcher had been sent to 

witness it on their behalf. 

 Here, from Jack Tar, is an authentic description, not of three, but of four dozen: 

 
The boatswain’s mate is ready, with coat off and whip in hand. The captain gives the 

word. Carefully, spreading the cords with the fingers of his left hand, the executioner 

throws the rat over his right shoulder; it is brought down upon the now uncovered 

herculean shoulders of the man. His flesh creeps – it reddens as if blushing at the 

indignity; the sufferer groans; lash follows lash, until the first mate, wearied with the 

cruel employment, gives place to a second. Now two dozen of these dreadful lashes 

have been inflicted: the lacerated back looks inhuman; it resembles roasted meat burnt 

nearly black before a scorching fire; yet still the lashes fall ... Vain are the cries and 

prayers of the wretched man ... four dozen strokes have cut up his flesh and robbed him 

of all self-respect; there he hangs, a pitied, self-despised, groaning, bleeding wretch; 

and now the captain cries, forbear! His shirt is thrown over his shoulders; the seizings 

                                                 
1: B.L.Add.Mss. 56529, entry for March 6th 1810. 
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are loosed; he is led away, staining his path with red drops of blood, and the hands, 

‘piped down’ by the boatswain, sullenly return to their duties. (p.210) 

 

 However, about “the brisk harmony” and the “circle there of merry listeners”, 

Byron is correct: “Music and dancing”, write the Adkinses, “were always popular at 

various levels” on board ship (p.332). “Most ships had at least one fiddle player” 

(p.333), and some captains even had their own private band. The book says a little 

about onboard theatrical entertainments, which were common, as we see from the 

playbill at B.L.Add.Mss.3645618r. which reveals that the evening of Wednesday May 

23rd 1810, aboard the Salsette, in Constantinople harbour, was performed The Rival 

Candidates, a two-act comic opera of 1775, by Sir Henry Dudley Bate, in which the 

part of BYRON, the Candidate successful in love and politics, was played by Dr. 

Lynch. Here is a sample: 
 

Narcissa, alone: Surely the time will come when I shall regain my liberty, and my 

BYRON have an opportunity of resuming the tender subject of his passion, so cruelly 

cut off in its infancy. Air: 

 

 Soft fancy, thou truant to me, 

  My summons oh quickly obey! 

 Neglected by BYRON and thee, 

  How heavily passes the day! 

 

 The opera was followed by the comic entertainment Prick upon Prick, with 

hornpipe, songs, &c, as interlude. Neither Byron nor Hobhouse ever refer to the show.

 In the nautical stanzas of Childe Harold II, then, Byron creates an alternative 

British Naval reality, weaving sentimental patterns in and out of the historical one. In 

the shipwreck in Don Juan II, it is different. When Cantos I and II were published, on 

July 15th 1819, there were no notes acknowledging Byron’s shipwreck sources, or 

drawing attention to his hard work in making the wreck of the Trinidada as realistic 

as possible. It was a mistake. Two years later, on August 1st 1821, The Monthly 

Magazine accused him of plagiarism, and printed a whole list of his borrowings from 

the three-volume Shipwrecks and Disasters at Sea (1812) by the Scots antiquarian and 

naturalist Sir John Dalyell (the omission of which from the bibliography of Jack Tar 

is mysterious). 

 Byron boasted, in private, about his nautical accuracy. Don Juan II, 60, 1-3, 

goes 
 ’Twas a rough Night, and blew so stiffly yet, 

  That the Sail was becalmed between the seas, 

 Though on the wave’s high top too much to set … 

 

 In the proof, Hobhouse underlines 474 and writes qr in the right-hand margin. It 

is his last proof comment, and Byron marks the moment with exhuberance: 

 
My Good Sir! When the Sea runs very high this is the case – as I know but if my 

authority is not enough see Bligh’s account of his run to Timor – after being set adrift 

by the Mutineers headed by Christian /NB/. 

 

 Then, having signed-off with his signature-symbol, he returns to the attack, as if 

he has just got Bligh’s book down: 
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Bligh’s words are “at eight it blew a violent storm so that between the Seas the Sail was 

becalmed and when on the top of the wave it was too much to have set but we could not 

venture to take it in for &
c
. &

c
.” – Pray tell me who was the Lubber who put the Query? 

– surely not you Hobhouse. We have both of us seen too much of the Sea for that. – 

You may rely on my using no {nautical} word not founded on authority & no 

circumstance not grounded on reality. – – – – – 

 

 However, in public he said nothing. The Monthly Magazine printed his shipwreck 

passages in parallel with Dalyell’s. Murray must have sent the August number to 

Byron quickly, for on August 23rd he wrote: 

 
 ... With regard to the charges about the “Shipwreck” – I think that I told both you and 

Mr. Hobhouse years ago – that [there] was not a single circumstance of it – not taken from 

fact – not indeed from any single shipwreck – but all from actual facts of different 

shipwrecks. – Almost all Don Juan is real life – either my own – or from people I knew. – 

– By the way much of the description of the furniture in Canto 3d. is taken from Tully’s 

Tripoli – (pray note this) and the rest from my own observation. – – Remember I never 

meant to conceal this at all – & have only not stated it because D[on] Juan had no preface 

nor name to it. – If you think it worth while to make this statement – do so – in your own 

way. – I laugh at such charges – convinced that no writer ever borrowed less – or made his 

materials more his own. – – Much is coincidence ... (BLJ VIII 186) 

 

  He certainly “makes the materials his own”, but equally certainly, very little is 

coincidence – it’s clear he wrote with Dalyell’s third volume open beside him. 

Reading the fourth chapter of Jack Tar – which makes no use of Dalyell – is thus 

reassuring. There, among many other fortuitous echoes of Don Juan, we find a ship’s 

stern being shattered by a huge wave (p.111: compare II, 27, 405), chain pumps 

(p.115: compare II, 42, 5), water being sounded for in the hold (p.116: compare II 27, 

8), constant pumping to no end (p.117: compare II, sts.28-9) the carpenter reporting to 

the captain that all’s lost (p.116: compare II, st,43), and the ship being laid on her 

beam ends (p.118:compare II, 30, 8). 

  The Trinidada, however, is a Spanish ship, not one of Nelson’s: Byron is not 

interested in the normal details of life aboard her, as he is in those of the British vessel 

in Childe Harold. 

  Another point on which Byron and the Adkinses are at one relates to the 

universal mourning on the death of Admiral Sir Peter Parker, his cousin, and the 

brother of Margaret Parker, his early love. Parker was killed in 1814 in the American 

War, and Byron wrote a poem on his death (“There is a tear for all that die”). The 

Adkinses give two pages (322-3), to their description of Parker’s funeral. 

 Byron’s final brush with the British Navy comes in The Island, his fanciful 

1823 account of the mutiny on the Bounty. The mutiny lies outside the period of Jack 

Tar, which only alludes to it once (p.221). Byron’s poem is, in an English political 

perspective, conservative and vague. It fudges every issue. For Byron, who had shown 

himself such a stickler for historical and nautical detail in Don Juan, the effect is 

unfocussed. We do not know the causes of the mutiny, the action of which is too 

lightly sketched to be interesting; we are not told the extent of the involvement in it of 

Torquil, Byron’s fictional Ossianic hero – that he was not put with Bligh in the 

famous open boat is no proof that he was a mutineer: several non-mutineers were not 

placed in Bligh’s boat because there wasn’t room. Byron – who, as we’ve seen, liked 

and admired the British Navy – is concerned not be thought of as showing naval 

mutiny in too sympathetic a light. In any case, he seems only to have known about the 
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mutiny itself from Bligh’s 1792 account, and not to have known what became of the 

surviving mutineers on Pitcairn, though the information was in print. Yet he would 

have known what happened to the Pandora, the ship which came to arrest them, for 

the story of its wreck on the Great Barrier Reef is one of the narratives in Dalyell’s 

Shipwrecks and Disasters. He tries, perhaps, to cover the defect by printing a long 

extract from Bligh’s account of the Mutiny: but this gives no perspective on the event 

except that of Bligh, who feigns to have no understanding of why the mutiny took 

place, except the allure of idleness and “dissipation” which Tahiti offered. 

 Byron wrote about the poem to Leigh Hunt, on July 25th 1823, showing a 

cavalier indifference: 

 
 … I have two things to avoid – the first that of running foul of my own “Corsair” and 

style – so as to produce repetition and monotony – and the other not to run counter to the 

reigning stupidity altogether – otherwise they will say that I am eulogising Mutiny. – This 

must produce tameness in some degree – but recollect I am merely trying to write a poem 

a little above the usual run of periodical poesy – and I hope that it will at least be that; – 

You think higher of readers than I do – but I will bet you a flask of Falernum that the most 

stilted parts of the political “Age of Bronze” – and the most pamby portions of the <South 

Sea> Toobonai Islanders – will be the most agreeable to the enlightened Public; – though I 

shall sprinkle some uncommon place here and there nevertheless. – “Nous verrons” – – 

(BLJ X 90) 

 

 We could say of The Island’s first three cantos what Mr Sneer says of Sir 

Fretful’s play in The Critic: “I think it wants incident.” When the chance for exciting 

narrative comes – as with the mutiny, or with the shoot-out which precedes the start of 

Canto III – Byron seems uninterested. His decision to use an antiquated style of 

heroic couplet, rather than the immediacy of ottava rima, keeps everything wrapped-

up, cushioned. 

 His depiction of ordinary sailors in The Island leaves a lot to be desired: 

 
 At length Jack Skyscrape, a mercurial man, 

 Who fluttered over all things like a fan, 

 More brave than firm, and more disposed to dare 

 And die at once than wrestle with despair, 

 Exclaimed, “G–d damn!” – those syllables intense, – 125 

 Nucleus of England’s native eloquence, 

 As the Turk’s “Allah!” or the Roman’s more 

 Pagan “Proh Jupiter!” was wont of yore 

 To give their first impressions such a vent, 

 By way of echo to embarrassment.    130 

 Jack was embarrassed, – never hero more, 

 And as he knew not what to say, he swore: 

 Nor swore in vain; the long congenial sound 

 Revived Ben Bunting from his pipe profound; 

 He drew it from his mouth, and looked full wise,  135 

 But merely added to the oath, his eyes; 

 Thus rendering the imperfect phrase complete, 

 A peroration I need not repeat. 

 

6. 

 But Christian, of an higher order, stood … 
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 Fletcher Christian is like Manfred (Manfred, II i 38) or Dante (The Prophecy of 

Dante, I 150) in not being of the same order as his fellows – just as Byron thought 

himself of a different order from that of his own Learned Fletcher. It was 

E.H.Coleridge who wrote, of such sections: “In his Preface to Cantos I., II. of Childe 

Harold, Byron relies on the authority of ‘Ariosto, Thomson and Beattie’ for the 

inclusion of droll or satirical ‘variations’ in a serious poem. Nevertheless, Dallas 

prevailed on him to omit certain ‘ludicrous stanzas.’ It is to be regretted that no one 

suggested the excision of sections xix.-xxi. from the second canto of The 

Island.”(Coleridge V 615 n1). 

 The Satanic Christian is in fact only portrayed as an afterthought, in the fourth 

canto – where he is killed by the avenging English, as was not the case with the 

historical one. 

 The poem’s best passages come when Canto IV recycles Juan’s Canto II fall 

through a timewarp into an almost prelapsarian paradise. Neuha is a Polynesian 

Haidee, who, not having been raised in a monotheistic tradition, brings no danger of 

damnation with her, as Haidee does. Only then, when Christian is killed in battle, the 

lovers escape and we arrive at her cave, does the story take life. 

 

But this is to take this essay out of the job of reviewing the superb Jack Tar: Life in 

Nelson’s Navy, which, as I hope I’ve shown, gives us several new angles from which 

to judge Byron’s achievement. 

 


